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I first went backpacking in 1990, back then if you wanted to be a real backpacker you
got a humongous Lowe Alpine teal and purple backpack. And pretty much people keep
using them today. I love heading out in the back country and staying under stars. Enter
the Osprey Hornet 46, which literally changed the game for me. It is an ultra light
backpack that has 46 liters of capacity and tons of small well thought out features.
The bag is made of lightweight ripstop material, with lightweight
straps and tons of compression points. It has mesh shoulder
straps with large cutouts in the foam for lighter weight and
increased breathability. The shoulder straps also have elastic
pouches integrated for holding snacks. They fit Clif Shots
perfectly. The shoulder straps also have an adjustable sternum
strap, with a built in whistle which is a nice little touch The
shoulder straps have elastic straps for guiding your hydration
hose, and the pack has a large opening in the back for a
reservoir. I used a 3L bladder with no problems. The top pocket
of the pack is removable, and features a top zippered pocket.
And the underside of the same top flap/pocket is another
zippered pocket. The pack has one large central pocket which has a cordlock closure and
compression strap. You can see on the front of the pack, there is a large mesh pocket
with easy access for things like hats, gloves and power bars. The pack has large stretchy
pockets running the full length on the sides of the pack. The pockets also have webbing
to compress the pack as a whole, and to keep your gear from moving around in the
pockets. A neat feature on the pockets: half way down there is an access cutout, which
is just so nice for grabbing that thing you jammed down in the bottom before you left.
The waist strap is a big departure from the backpacks of old. My old backpacking pack
had a 6" tall 2" thick foam belt with a 2" webbing buckle. The Osprey Hornet 46 has a
small 1" strap with mesh pockets on the side. You know what? It was as comfortable if
more so than my old pack.
You want to question how a pack so light, with small straps could compare to the pack
you have in your basement and have used for years. It is actually
more comfortable than any other backpacking pack I have used. So if
you need a pack for a one or two nights overnight, check out the
Osprey Hornet 46, you won't be disappointed.

